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Synopsis
Pokemon Go...Fuck Yourself! Stress Relieving Pokemon Designs, Midnight Backgrounds, Pokemon Patterns, Beautiful Stupid Pokemon Shit and more! Tons of Unique Pokemon Designs to Color! Dozens of Pokemon coloring pages designed for Adults Garden Designs, Animals, Flower Designs, and Paisley Patterns... But mostly just Cursing Pokemon Each coloring page is designed to help relax and inspire The Pokemon Curse and Swear in almost every Stupid Coloring Page Use your choice of coloring tool (pens, pencils, markers, crayons) Each Pokemon coloring page is on a separate sheet and you can color them, light them on fire, use them to stick up your ass, or the ass of somebody you know who doesn't currently have any Pokemon stuck up their ass. Tags: Adult coloring books, coloring books for adults, coloring books, coloring books for kids, floral patterns, paisley patterns, flowers, coloring pages for adults, midnight backgrounds, black backgrounds, large coloring books, adult coloring books best sellers, coloring pencils, Pokemon Go Fuck yourself, Pokemon Go App, Pokemon for iPhone
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Customer Reviews
This is the worst coloring book ever! I don't know how it got such good reviews! You can't even color half of the pages because they are too dark. I bought it for a coloring book, and I can't even do that with it. Don't waste your money. In the garbage it goes.
the page i got to color was fun would love to have this book i am a big pokemon fan so with that being said if you like pokemon then you will like this coloring book. i would reccomend this to all pokemon lovers

omg! I love pokemon and this book just makes my day! buy this book. if you like pokemon and coloring your going to have a blast! i was given this page to color and im sosososoo glad i did! it was so fun and it took me three days! part cuz of the kids part cuz i wanted it perfect and I LOVE IT! SO EXCITED! (review by emma k. this is hubbys account)

Fan or not this book is fun to color! It takes me back to when my kids where little and use to race home so they could watch Pokemon and my now teenager going out on his skateboard to play Pokemon Go. I had a ball coloring this picture!

This brings back fond memories of my childhood. Pokemon is amazing and even if you love hate it. You need this coloring book in your life. It’s also affordable so really do yourself a favor and get this book. You will laugh for days!

Omg they hit a home run on this one where else are you gonna get your daily dose of Pokemon AND swearing all in one place you get to be a kid again and a grown-up at THE SAME TIME illustrations are awesome to boot :)

This Pokemon Go coloring book is hilarious!! Whether you hate Pokemon or love Pokemon, this book is a must have for those with a sense of humor. It will have you laughing for hours while coloring.
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